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A valuable aid to performance for in-house legal and compliance 

leaders in premier organizations and diverse industries worldwide 

Ranked by members at the top among external activities 

High caliber of people and open, frank, practical exchange makes 
Global Counsel Leaders Circle unique, our members say 

Membership helps leaders and their team manage better and 
demonstrate their value to the enterprise 

 
 

Members can participate or send one of their team to take part in any Global 
Counsel Leaders Circle event held in North America and EMEA. All agendas are 
driven by topics selected by members. Important added benefits for you and your 
team include: 

- in-depth benchmarking 
- hot-topic polls and white papers 
- a query/help hotline 
- your achievements featured to a broader audience 

 
 
 
“I found the conference really stimulating and useful – a rare opportunity to take 
stock of events with a high calibre group of legal professionals. Global Counsel 
Leaders Circle has certainly given me a few things to think about and will help me 
translate ideas into actions.” 

-Michael Woodfine, Legal Director UK & Ireland, DXC Technology, member 
 
 

“There is very interactive participation and a real exchange of valuable info. I had 
cautious high hopes which were met and exceeded.” 

-Chief Compliance Officer, EU 500 company 
 
 

“The collaborative power of the Global Counsel Leaders Circle is impressive. It’s an 
affable group of strategic-minded legal and compliance leaders from some of the 
world’s largest and most admired corporations.” 

-former Global General Counsel, Hilton Hotels 
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Who is eligible? 

In-house professionals in a top legal or compliance role of a group, division, 
subsidiary, or region, in international corporations and organizations, may join by 
invitation. Current members lead functions providing services across areas with 
business revenues from $2 to more than $40 billion. Titles include: Group General 
Counsel, subsidiary GC, Deputy GC, Chief Compliance Officer, Compliance 
Director, Regional GC, etc. 
 
Members must meet at least two of these three criteria: 

 Your responsibility covers a business/area with revenues over US$2 billion 
 Your organization is active in more than 12 countries 
 The legal team you lead has at least 15 professionals 

 
“The Leaders Circle provides a frank and open exchange of valuable experiences 
among very talented Legal and Compliance leaders in many industries.” 

-GC, industrial automotive manufacturer 
 

“I felt like I was at a more intimate version of Davos. It was a remarkably open, 
thoughtful exchange.” 

-GCLC conference guest speaker 
 

Member Fees 

Advantages of Global Counsel Leaders Circle membership repay the cost many 
times for your corporate legal or compliance function and your organization. Upon 
acceptance and payment of the $2,800 annual membership fee, Global Counsel 
Leaders Circle members enjoy benefits on the following page. 
 
For questions about membership: 
Contact Leigh Dance, Executive Director, Global Counsel Leaders Circle 
Dance is also President of ELD International LLC, New York and Brussels 
ELDance@GCLeadersCircle.org tel: +1 631 375 8223 / +3248 891 6184 
 
“Brilliant discussions, high-level people – I could not ask for more.” 

-Group General Counsel, large Middle East conglomerate, GCLC member 
 

 “Membership is less costly than attending one typical conference, with benefits 
more valuable than other roundtable groups.” 

-Global Counsel Leaders Circle member since 2011 
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Member Benefits 

Global Counsel Leaders Circle members receive these benefits: 
 
1. You or one of your team can participate in any Global Counsel Leaders Circle 

conference wherever it’s held (2 in Europe, 2 in US annually, plus others). As a 
key contact member, if you are unavailable you can send peer or direct report to 
participate in your place. 
 

2. You take part in our bi-annual benchmarking and short polls held during the 
year. You receive a detailed benchmarking report, and a tailored presentation if 
you want more info. You can add benchmarking questions – many members do. 
 

3. You may accept multiple opportunities to speak at GCLC and other professional 
events and to be quoted (always with your advance approval) in published 
articles. 
 

4. You receive summaries of all GCLC meetings globally and all presentations. 
 

5. You have unlimited use of the GCLC query/hotline for specific questions and 
requests for introductions, from Executive Director Leigh Dance. 
 

6. You can attend shorter meetings among members organized in 6 cities globally 
every year. The goal is member exchange on topics affecting your work.  
 

7. You receive two hours per year of complimentary consulting support with Leigh 
Dance, Executive Director, on a topic of your choice. 

 
 
“The Global Counsel Leaders Circle brings together a very high quality and diverse 
mix of senior in-house counsel. The industries and geographies represented 
contribute significantly to the quality of the discussions and the variety of 
perspectives.” 

-Michael Going, Chief Compliance Officer & Corp. Secretary, CNH Industrial, member 
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 “I like the seniority of the participants and their proactive attitude. The topics are 
well selected and the discussion extremely well-moderated.” 

-GCLC Advisory Board member, former Group GC, HSBC 
 
“I like the Global Counsel Leaders Circle’s approach to essential topics we face 
with commercial opportunity and risk. Everyone’s input is fundamental; we address 
practical issues and learn effective approaches.” 

-International GC of Europe headquartered conglomerate, GCLC member 
 
Members From These Organizations 

Current members are legal leaders based in 14 countries on three continents, in 
global organizations including: 
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Executive Director, Global Counsel Leaders Circle 

E. Leigh Dance 
 
The Global Counsel Leaders Circle was developed by ELD 
International LLC in 2010 at the recommendation of corporate 
counsel colleagues. Leigh Dance serves members as 
Executive Director, and her team organizes and facilitates 
meetings and other activities of the Leaders Circle. Agendas, 
benchmarking, and report topics are driven by members. 

ELD International LLC was founded by Leigh Dance following 
her management roles in global legal and financial services, 

with long-term assignments in France, Hong Kong, Italy, Panama, Paris, and the US. 
Leigh has advised many premier global corporate law departments on structuring and 
managing to achieve better results for their companies. Since 2000, Leigh has moderated 
more than 120 roundtables of senior corporate counsel in more than 26 cities worldwide. 
With LexisNexis Martindale-Hubbell she co-founded and organized the Counsel To 
Counsel Forum. 

“Insight and judgement are two very rare, yet critical skills required for global legal 
management – Leigh Dance has both.” 

-Michael J. O’Neill, Chief Legal Officer, Avnet 
 

In-house clients instruct Leigh to help drive change and improve efficiency of their legal 
and compliance functions, in and across multiple jurisdictions, Leigh also organizes and 
leads in-house legal/compliance meetings, and advises legal/compliance leaders in new 
global roles.  

An American, Leigh speaks and works in English, French, and Italian. She is a Fellow in 
US College of Law Practice Management. Global In-House columnist for ALM’s 
Corporate Counsel, Leigh has published articles on issues and challenges for global 
corporate counsel in Financial Times and The Wall Street Journal, Legal Week, The 
European Lawyer, Inside Counsel, and many other publications. Her highly-regarded 
book, Bright Ideas: Insights from Legal Luminaries Worldwide, is a collection of 26 
original essays by global industry leaders, available on Amazon. Dance works from bases 
in New York and Brussels. 

“I have met few individuals that have been as closely involved as Leigh in the many 
developments of our industry globally – both as they affect corporate legal teams and law 
firms.” 

-Jan Eijsbouts, former General Counsel, Azko Nobel 
 
If you are considering joining the Global Counsel Leaders Circle with full member benefits 
and would like to discuss, feel free to contact Leigh Dance 
eldance@GCLeadersCircle.org         www.GCLeadersCircle.org 


